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1. Foreword

“THAILAND” had Ancient history in geological evolution behind the name THAI... LAND... The Author Visited Thailand to bring out the hidden scientific, cultural truth for international understanding and promoting international peace among world nations for sustainability of future human value based life system. “THAILAND” means “DIVINE LAND”!... THAILAND means MOTHER of all lands!!.

Location of Thailand (dark green) in ASEAN (light green) and Asia

1. Feb 26 Dept Chennai 10.15pm
   Feb 27 Arrl Bangkok 01.45am!...
2. Mar 2 Dept Bangkok 07.55pm
   Mar 2 Arrl Chennai 09:30pm?

What a lovely land of Thailand!... Hundreds of buildings standing like pyramids structures touching the sky!!... In the hotel we stayed hundreds of items in the buffet system... but we could take three to four items only like bread, Egg, water melon, papaya. I searched for PONGAL but I could not get, but I could find curd rice, Fried rice.

In Thailand Singha drinking water is famous just like Amma drinking water in Tamilnadu of India costs about 15 THB (Thai baht) for 1.5litres in Indian currency costs Rs.30. The quality of water is good but costly.

i) “Thai” is high level language?...

On reaching the Airport there was an announcement in the flight landing in Thai words like Don Mueang, Chang Siam, Yang Ming, Pin thong, Khem Thong pronounced in very high frequency modulation and no one can understand a single word. Thai words are like divine logic!...

After arrival at the airport our Tourist guide name called “MIAVU” who welcomed us with smiling face saying Vanakkam. She also told for easy to remember her name she may be called as Miavu... Miavu... we could realize the word Miavu is something associated with Tamil origin. Then we began our tour with Miavu... Miavu...
ii) “Thai” is mother of all lands?...
    The Bangkok airport is also called “Suvarna Bhumi”. I could realize the word Suvarnam is something concerned with Peace. The Tamil word CHARANAM shall mean “PEACE”. “Thai” shall be considered as mother of all lands like Island, Mainland, England, Aukland, Scotland, Finland, Nagaland, Greenland etc.,

iii) “Thai” is gem of gems?...
    In Thailand there is a big gem manufacturing at PATTAYA exporting quality of gems to the world nations. It is stipulated that Thai shall mean the source of “Natural super solid white crystal” also be called as “BHARATH RATNA” (Universal gem).

iv) What a wonderful “Thai god”?...
    In Thailand at BANGKOK we could see the Golden Buddha, Emerald Buddha Temple. Golden Buddha is like SLEEPLESS BUDDHA (like Angel). Emerald Buddha is like SLEEPING BUDDHA (like earthly human). The “Thai god” allowed everyone to enter into the temple without any discrimination of Caste, Race Religion, Language. All are children of Thai?...

    The super star and humanist of India Makkal Thilakam “MGR” who made a film in 1975 with Bangkok famous Heroin “Meta Rungrath”. The Humanist MGR invented a method to capture the Lightning Energy and kept in Capsule form.
GOLDEN BUDDHA (Sleepless) 
BANGKOK

He handed over the part of capsule secret with Buddhist Priest for future innovative purpose. The concept of MGR was the lightning energy captured should be used only for creative purpose and nor for Terrorism and destroying purpose. I saw that film more than 25 times.

v) Tiger hand shakes with Thai populations?...
   In Tiger show at Thailand swine lives with Tiger in the same Cage. Tiger shakes hand with Thai population. It is understood that Thai population love animals rather than Taming. In the park there were so many Toilets for Audience Convenience.

vi) “Thai” is like Angel?...
   The Bangkok city is called as “CITY OF ANGELS”!
   Bangkok shall also be called as sleepless city. Angels never sleep?...
Thailand shall be considered as Land of Angels lived in Prehistoric time (5,000,000 years ago). Thailand shall be also mean land of Ethics. In proto Indo Europe root THAI shall mean “Mother Supreme”. PANGAM shall mean Ethics. PANGARU shall mean mother of Ethics.

vii) Pattaya is famous for Alcohol?...
No... No... No... “Thai” shall mean Land of “Holy medicine”. It is speculated that Thai population in the Ancient time could have discovered Divine medicine KANJA (Marijunna) which contains alcohol effect. In proto Indo Europe root PATTAYA shall mean GRAND FATHER. PATTI shall mean GRAND MOTHER. PATTAI shall also mean “KANJA”

Co-Author serious about Secret of Pattaya?...

viii) “Thai” is Refugee for Third genders?...
The land of Thai shall be called as Refugee and rehabilitation center for Third gender population (Transgenders). “ALCAZAR MUSICAL SHOW” is such a program being conducted exclusively for promoting the welfare and care of Third genders by guarantying secured life in Thailand. The musical show is a high tech programme involving Computerized Technology control ever I have seen. It is earnest suggestion by the author to the UNO and other world nations that a separate ministry shall be formed exclusively for Transgenders for welfare measures. Transgenders shall be considered as Divine Population transformed from THAI PLANET (White Mars) to Earth planet in Ancient time (say 3,00,000 years ago).

I am not Pattaya hero...
I am Indian Journalist...

ix) “Thai” is most high value currency?...
In Thailand the value of currency being called by name as “THAI BAHT”. What is philosophy of Thai baht?... Thai baht shall be considered with standard for assessment of Love and Affection of parent in the Ancient time. The word Thai baht might be derived from Proto Indo Europe root “THAI PATTRU”.

i. THAI shall mean MOTHER (or) PARENT

ii. PATTRU shall mean LOVE and AFFECTION

iii. THAI PATTRU shall mean degree of LOVE and AFFECTION towards Parent

a) 1000 THB shall mean High affection

b) 100 THB shall mean Moderate affection

c) 10 THB shall mean Low affection
2. **Abstract:**

i) John Kennady is citizen of Thailand?...
ii) Abraham Linkon is citizen of Thailand?...
iii) Nelson Mandela is citizen of Thailand?...
iv) Queen Victoria is citizen of Thailand?...
v) Hitler is citizen of Thailand?...
vi) Gandhiji is citizen of Thailand?...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If so...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What does mean THAI?...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does mean LAND?...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does mean THAILAND?...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Author

This scientific research focus that “THAILAND” shall be considered as the “Natural land” formed due to impact of J-RADIATION (Zero Hour Radiation) in the early universe emanated from white hole region. During the course of expanding universe various other lands might be originated from THAILAND. Thailand shall be also called as WHITE PLANET (White Mars). The population lived in Thailand shall be considered
having varied genetic characteristics compared to so called Modern human called “ANGELS”.

The philosophy of Thailand shall be described as below.

(i)

![Diagram](image)

THAI-e
(Logic Logo)

(ii)

TRIASSIC
(Law of Land)

i) Right dot is like “MOON” (Functional part)
ii) Left dot is like “EARTH” (Structural part)
iii) Center dot is like “SUN” (Sequential control)
“The Angels of Thailand shall be considered having sharp and narrow shaped NOSE STRUCTURE. In three Nuclear Age the populations descended from Angel populations shall be considered having varied size of Nostrils, upward, downward projections, Broadness due to varied environmental conditions for sustainability of life.”

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian

3. **Key Words**
   i) Philosophy of English word TH?
   ii) Philosophy of word e-TH?
   iii) Philosophy of Word ETHIA?
   iv) Philosophy of Word THAI-e?
   v) Philosophy of word AETHIA?
   vi) Philosophy of NOSE EVOLUTION?
   vii) Etymology of HUMAN ANCESTOR?
   viii) Philosophy of THAILAND NEW YEAR?

4. **Introduction**

   Everyday thousands of people are killed across the nations due to BORDER DISPUTE of nations. 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd} world war also over after
killing millions of persons. Ys – Ys Intelligence also killing everyday the innocent persons.

i) What was achieved extra by act of two world wars?...

ii) Can ys-ys intelligence create New earth of idealism?...

iii) What was the Ancient Ancestral border limit of every nation?...

This scientific research focus that every nation of the world shall be considered as the broken piece of THAI-e LAND of single virgin continent.

This research further focus that “INDO” shall be considered as “PLASMA LAND” derived from THAI-e LAND (shall also be called as AETHIA). INDO (Island) considered originated on the Earth planet 3,00,000 years ago. ETHIA shall be considered as single large continent formed on the Earth planet say 2,00,000 years ago. It is speculated that all the diversified Nation shall be considered as formed scatterly due to explosion of “INDO CONTINENT” into three major land divisions say some 1,00,000 years ago (shall be called as Triassic era).

**THAILAND is like “MOTHER”**

**AETHIA is like “INFANT”**

**ETHIA is like “YOUTH”**

**INDO is like “GRAND CHILD”**

- Author.
5. **Hypothesis and Narrations**

i) **Philosophy of “THAI-e LAND”?…**

The philosophy of Thai-e land shall be considered as **Pre-existing supernature** responsible for formation of INDO and Indo based Nations on the Earth Planet. “Thai” is like J-RADIATION (or) “e-TH”. LAND is kike MEGA STAR also called as AKKI-e. In Proto Indo Europe Megastar, J-Radiation shall be called as LANTHU, THAI-e respectively.

![Diagram](image)

Further the Philosophy of origin of THAI-e LAND shall be described as below.
ii) Philosophy of AETHIA?

It is hypothesized that AETHIA shall be considered as described below.
Further during the course of expanding Universe the origin of various INDO based nations with defined boundary limit of Natural law (or) Triassic fundamental division called as Regional lands.

iii) Philosophy of NOSE EVOLUTION?

It is hypothesized than Nose, Eye iris of human shall be considered as genetically varied in three Nuclear ages as described below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Nose structure</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Devas (Angel race)</td>
<td>Narrow, downward Projection</td>
<td>5,000,000 years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pallavas (Transformation)</td>
<td>Broad, upward projection</td>
<td>3,000,000 years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Guptas (1st)</td>
<td>Broad, downward projection</td>
<td>2,000,000 years ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generation</td>
<td>Narrow, upward projection</td>
<td>ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Dravidian (2nd generation)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,000,000 years ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Aryians (3rd generation)</td>
<td>Narrow, downward projection</td>
<td>10,000 years ago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

iv) **Philosophy of “Thai-e land New year?...**

Case study shows that Thailand celebrates New Year on APRIL 13.

What does mean New year of Thailand? Is it birth day of Thailand?...

It is hypothesized that APRIL 13 shall be considered concerned with “Birthday” of “Thailand”. In the early universe the Angel populations who lived in white planet might have celebrated the birthday of “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour radiation) on JANUARY 14. In Proto Indo Europe root the J-RADIATION shall be called as “THAI-E”

![Thai-e symbol](image_url)
Further the “THAI-e LAND” (also called as super solid white planet (or) white Mars) might be born on FEBRUARY 24 and Angel Populations might be originated on white planet thereafter. The philosophy of origin J-RADIATION near White Hole region of Universe shall narrated as below.

(i)

![Diagram](image1)

Super Solid (February-24)

(ii)

![Diagram](image2)

(The Moment of Begining of Rotation of Sun, Earth, Moon on its Axis in the Early Universe say 5,00,000 years ago)
a) JANUARY 14 - The moment J-RADIATION began near white hole region

b) FEBRUARY 14 - Accretion process (growth of downward gravity)

c) FEBRUARY 24 - Birth of super solid state ‘J-CRYSTAL’ exists under Endothermic environment emanates billions of creative rays considered as souls of various natural matters (5,00,000 years ago)

d) MARCH 14 - Continuance of creation process

e) APRIL 14 - End of creation process

This scientific research recommends to UNO to declare FEBRUARY 24 as “INTERNATIONAL CALENDER DAY”. FEBRUARY 24 shall be considered as the moment the natural matters created (super solid state matter) and continue till APRIL 14 for creation of billions of matters of Universe. The shape of super solid “J-CRYSTAL” (absolute white body matter) shall be considered as PYRAMID. In JAYA-AANDU in the February month having only 24 days in the ancient Universe. In brief FEBRUARY 24 shall be considered as birth day of Super Solid Matter in JAYA-AANDU.

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian
In AETHIA culture the New year being observed on in the month of February.

In all Indo based culture (Ethian culture) the New year being celebrated on APRIL 14. In Thailand the new year being celebrated on APRIL 13 as the land region is located on eastern side of Indo region and hence one day is advanced.

v) Philosophy of Human Ancestor?

It is hypothesized that Human Ancestor shall be considered as SUPERNATURE responsible for origin of Thailand, Indo, Indo based nations. THAI-e LAND (White Mars) in prehistoric time who consider belong to “ANGEL RACE”. In proto indo Europe root Human Ancestor shall be called as “MAKKAL MUDHALVAR”
vi) Queen was head of the Thailand?

In the history of Thailand King was the head of the state of Thailand. The earliest king who formed the land of AUTTIYA in Thailand was called as “RAMA-I”. During the course of time various kings were called as RAMA-II, RAMA-III, RAMA-IV... The present king of Thailand BHUMIBOL ADULYADEJ also called as “RAMA-IX”.

It is hypothesized that in ancient ETHIA, QUEEN shall be considered as more powerful and head of state compared to KING. Further in ancient time RAMAYYA shall be considered as super king and ANNAI shall be considered as super queen. The super king shall also be
called as **KING KONGU (Pangaiyan)** and super queen shall be called as **Pangaru.**

**RAMA-IX**
**(87 years young)**

(i)

**ANNAI**
**(Pangaru)**
(ii) King Kongu, Pangaru shall be considered as citizens of ancient Ethia and having account only in ETHIA BANK.

- Author

vii) Case study on Thailand

Among Ten ASEAN countries Thailand ranks 2nd in quality of life and the country HDI had been rated as High Population is about
66,720,153 (2013 estimate) official language is Thai and Primary religion is Buddhism. The most important crop is RICE. Thailand exports the largest amount of rice in the world exporting 6.5 million tons of milled rice annually. Thai New year being celebrated on 13th April every year.

(i) **Kingdom of Thailand**

![Thai Emblem](image)

(ii) **THAI NATIONAL EMBLEM**

![Thai National Emblem](image)

(iii) **THAI NATIONAL FLAG**

![Thai National Flag](image)
6. **Conclusion:**

![Map Diagram]

“தமிழரால் சன் கலந்து;
ஞாயிற்று சன்றாயில் பாசி போகாது.
சன் கல்தையால் கார் அருள் தம்பித்து அடுக்கி”
i) THAI-e shall mean supernatural logic

ii) LAND shall mean source of logic

iii) THAI-e LAND shall mean supernatural continent

The Philosophy of various logic gates such as AND, NAND, OR might be derived from the philosophy of supernatural logic “LAND”

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Inidan.
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